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THE
theory that Mr Kosygin's meeting with Mr Chou En.lai was
•
arranged at the request of North Vietnamese leaders is not im.
plausible.
Restoration of unity in the socialist camp was one of Ho Chi
Minh's unfulfilled dreams. In his last testament, not only did he call for
the maintenance of unity in the Vietnamese struggle, he also appealed
for sustained efforts to recreate an international revolutionary movement.
So Mr Kosygin stopped over at Peking on his way home-as
a gesture in
aid of socialist consolidation.
The Chinese were not impressed.
And,
however much Hanoi may need military aid from Moscow, it is unlikely
to want to see unity restored on the_basis of the contemporary Russian
revolutip-nary model. The communist negotiators, in Paris have made
it clear that they have no intention' to resile from their basic stand. What
the news agencies describe as the hard line at the Paris talks cannot
have given much comfort to the Russian leaders getting desperate for a
detente with the Americans.
Both Hanoi and the NLF have history to warn them against Russian
blandishments.
Even Western, experts on Vietnam have noted that
Moscow ~tood aloof from the Vietnamese struggle from 1946 to 1950;
that, in its own European interests, it talked Hanoi into accepting at
the 1954 Geneva Conference conditions far less favourable than warranted
by the military situation; that it did not press for reunification elections
in 1956, nor press the Laotian campaign to a successful conclusion in
1960-62; and that it has not provided Hanoi with the kind of up.to-date
military material that it supplies to' its European satellites. Hanoi may
still be 'grateful for such supplies that it gets, but it knows better than
to accept Russian suggestions for a settlement.
Even Vietnam has failed to be a bridge across the widening chasm
between Moscow and Peking. Prospects of differences disappearing after
a direct dialogue are certainly no brighter.
Nobody seems sure whether
the dialogue in Peking was at least "meaningful",
though substantive issues must have been raised at the talks which lasted a few hours. Unfortunately for Mr Kosygin, one of the most sinister Russian mOves
had just been brought to light. Towards the end of August was pub.
lished a report-which
has still not been denied by the Russiansthat Moscow had been canvassing support from its East European

.satellites {or a preventive war against
China,
with a massive strike at
Chinese nuclear installations coupled
with an "expedition" into Sinkiang.
The East European countries, which
are not over-anxious to pull out, Russian chestnuts from the Far Eastern
fire, are said to have discouraged the
idea, but there is no knowing
the
length to which the hawks in the
Kremlin may go. Anyway, publication of the report made no propi~
tious background for the repair of
Sino-Soviet relations, or even for a
preliminary exchange of views
towards that end.
The Cliinese have also had a more
direct, idea of Russian intentions in
recent months.
Even ,Western correspondents, in spite of their ingrain~
ed distrust of communist China, report that Russian actions on the SinoSoviet border have been much more
aggressive than Chinese.
In regard
to the major
clashes in June and
August, says a New York Times correspondent,
"the circumstances suggest Russian
initiatives".
Against
this background, Peking is unlikely
to be taken in by Mr Kosygin's re~
ported
proposal for
talks on the
border disputes.
For the talks
to
make any sense, the border question
as a whole has to be re-examined.
Peking regards the existing treaties
as "unequal", as indeed they are.
Still, it is prepared to accept them
as a basis for comprehensive negotia~
tions.
But Moscow does not want
inconvenient questions to be raised.
So it would rather keep the botder
tension alive and prepare for teaching the Chinese a final lession. Russia's present
rulers seem to have
forgotten the lesson that their own
people taught Napoleon, and later
Hitler.

P. M. In Calcutta

There is still an enquiry' in pro~ ing
something
mainly
symbolic,
gress on certain reported incidents in claiming great credit for it and im~
Rabindr:;t Sarobar
stadium in July
mediately pleading that !what
has
when there was to be held what was been done is negligible belongs
to
called Ashok Kumar "nite", in aid of the
Nehru tradition.
This seems
the reputed Bombay actor. Brassieres
the kind ol gimmickry the country
were
alleged to be all
over
the likes, which is probably far less offenplace, as the whole show broke up in sive than most of the stances taken
chaos. Not that there were no inciby the s01caUed "Synldicate".
Mrs
dents during the visit to Calcutta by Gandhi's socialism may be a limited
the Prime Minister,
Mrs
Indira
quantity;
it is; but the "gang'" pro~
Gandhi;
but the exhibits at the end mises even less.
of it all were rather less interesting.
What Mrs Gandhi made of the rift
They were the iron gloves of such in the West Bengal
Congress' may
knights as
Mr Atulya Ghosh and not be known for a long time. She
Mr Prafulla Sen. Both Mr Siddb.ar~ may not even be greatly interested.
tha Ray and Dr P. C. Chunder must
Once it has
been decided, not by
have known that neither was "Prince
Mrs Gandhi alone, that the retention
Hamlet,' nor was meant to be; .. , of Nehru's
daughter as the Prime
one that will do to swell a pr9gress,
Minister
means by definition
the
start a scene or two/Advise
the greatest good of the country and its·
Prince; no doubt an easy tool,/De"
people, everything falls in place. An
ferential,
glad 10 be of use,/Politic
adverse
demonstration
at the Dum
c'autious and meticulous;/Full
of high. Dum .. Airport is as inconsequential
sentence, but a bit obtuse;/ At times, as a big meeting on the Brigade
indeed, almost ridiculous/Almost
at Parade Ground.
At least one reporttimes the Fool".
Almost everybody
er travelling with the Prime Minis~
in the dramatic personae in Calcutta
ter told us that in the last two months
last weekend appears to have played
since partial nationalisation o£ banks,
his or her
part reasonably compeMrs Gandhi's stature had vastly im- •
tently.
proved; she is even a better speaker.
Mrs Gandhi is obviously out on a But when is she going to say someconsiderable public 'r~lations
cam- thing?
paign, what
the Americans would
call a "whistle-s~op campaign".
It
may well be that she badly needed
this kind of a campaign, for the reIndian industrial tycoons are per~
cently deflated "Syndicate" is by no
means
inactive.
Mr Morarji Desai naps not in the habit of reading the
has already started talking of a satya- history, either ancient or more recent,
graha; Mr S. K. Patil nas been roar- of events in other lands. Otherwise
to quote
to
ing in his den in Bombay.
If Mr this was the occasion
them the case of what happen~d to
Atulya Ghosh
has not been usmg
his supposedly uncontrollable
ton- ,United States Steel when the firm de~
gue, as Mr P. C. Sen put it, most cided unilaterelly to raise the price
of steel in the
summer
of 1962:
others have betln articulate e~ough.
NOTICE
Kennedy,
seethlng
with
Mr Sen's letter to
Mr Siddhartha . President
Articles cannot be returned Ray well shows/the state of the Con- anger, ordered the Government machinery to swing into action, defence
unless accompanied by return gress in which Mr Atulya Ghosh's contfacts for U.S. Steel were frozen,
integrity needs a chit from Mr P. C
postage.
' Sen and the Prime Minister has to go stocks of steel and steel products
Business M
F anager
. roun. d t h e country co II'ectIpg ch'·lts were released from the official installation;
Roger Blough, chairman of
rontler from the people that nationalisation
of 14 banks was a gre~t idea, always the giant firm, did not even need
For FRONTIER contact
twertty-four hours to 'tum properly
addinl?,' that
this small step would
penitent and annul the decision to
SANYAL BROS.
make no difference at all to the fate
of the people. The technique of do- jack up. prices.
26, Main Road Jamshedpur-l

Car Prices

FRONTIER
There are certain norms that are mic facts has, over the years, dwindl.
from the civil service. The gentleto be observed: even :in the U.S.A., ed to next to nothing. Prices of raw
men ,who adorn it have little compethe country which the tycoons hold materials like sheets, flats and alloy
tence either in economics or in cost
next to their heartS, the prices of steel have of course gone up, but the
accountancy.
The la~ssez£aire spirit
strategic industrial products cannot aggregate quantutn of these materials
which started gaining ground in
be raised without the leave of the used in car manufacturing is equally
New Delhi from 1963' has been the
Government, whatever the de jure of. relevance: if Rs 5-worth of some
guiding principle of the Commission
position. If the car manufacturers material was used formerly in the
in the more. recent years, and a
in India, particularly Premier Auto.- production of a' car, a doubling of
general sense of docility has marked
mobiles, thought it to be otherwise the price of the material would raise
its deliberations over representations
last week, it was possibly because the cost of car production by only
!llade from the private sector. One
they did not consider the swallow of Rs 5, and not by the near-astrono.
need not be altogether uncivil either
bank nationalisation as constituting mical figure trotted out by the genin enquiring whether it would not be
a different kind of summer than what tlemen in BOmbay and Madras. The
useful to organise a statistical sample
they were given to understand till other thing regarding which the
survey to find out what proportion
very recently.
manufacturers - have '. really gone to
The Planning Commission of all town is the increase in the ·prices of of the progeny of ~the members of
organisations had been advocating a bought.out components like batteries, the Tariff Commission, past and prepolicy of steady withdrawal of all steering gear, wheels, starter motors sent, end up with career jobs offered
types of production and distribution and so on. The suppressed part of by industrial tycoons.
But listlessness has, as the cliche
controls on industrial products. The the story is however the most impor~
President of the ruling party at· the tanto These components are generally.· goes," a multi-dimensional aspect.'
Centre had been singing paeans of bought from units which are subsi. Apart from writing letters disapprov.
praise addressed to the private sec. diaries of the car.manufacturing firms ing the price increases, the Ministry
tor. Besides, the Tariff Commission, ('themselves, so that the so·called en- for Industrial -Development has not,
to whom the problem had been re- hanced cost is merely an aspect of till we go to the press, done much in
ferred, had as early as December la.st concealed, congealed profit. !
the manner. The Union Minister,
year recommended increases of vary. . All this im efficient price' enquiry Mr Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed, was lost
ing' magnitudes in the ex.factory pri •. body could have brought out in the in the Assam jungles for one full
ces for the different cars. The car. open.
Unfortunately,
the Tariff week following the 'announcement of
manufacturers have now waited more Commission would hardly fit the des- the unilateral rise in prices. Maybe
than eight months for -the Govern. cription. With the passage of years, our .tycoons know our, Ministers
ment's decision on the recommenda- it has been made to deteriorate i to
much !ll0re than Roger Blough knew
tions of the Tariff Commi,ssion. a stable, listless haven of has.beens
John F. Kennedy.
Tired 6f waiting, and maybe egged
on by some of the gentlement whohave received their political comeuppence during the last two months,
the, manufacturers have now decided
V\ThatU Nu, the ex.Prime Minister down. As one supporter of the Ne
to pre-empt the official decision by of Burma, has of late been telling . Win coup told a correspondent' early'
announcing price increases on their about Burma has nothing new in· it, this year, , "If: rwe started today it
own: Very. thoughtf,ully, the an. at least for those who' do not· rely' would take us 10 year,s to get back
nounced increases in the case of both . exclusively on Pravda for their infor •. to where we were then (1962) ". And
Fiat and Standard Herald are more mation. "But: 'Burma" v!rtually a ]962 was no golden year in Burma's
th~n 50. per' !=ent higher than: what closed country for the last seven years, recent ..history. The total foreign
the Tariff Commission: had recom. is, thanks to U Nu, again ver-ymuch trade' 'of 'the country has shrunk by
mended: this' m~st be for ensuring in the 'J,1ews. The otatemerits'ls~ued . 50. per cent, with its crucial rice ex·'that in the event of any subse_quent by the self.exiled leader trom London ports dedining by more than 80 per
negotiations with the Government, -and New York oniy confirm the·re.
cent. Commodities.'Yhich were scarce
the pri~e increases finally agreed to ports that have sd long' trickled out have totally disappeared after a few
do not fall short of the Commission's of Bunni
Making a due' allowance doses of "socialism" administered by
recommendations.
for the exaggeration 'likely in the the Anny .. The only thing that has
The automobile tycoons are clear- charge.sheet agaInst.
political op. not been nationalised and yet rely launched upon an exploration for ponent, the -pictl1reremaiIis no less mains a !la~ional phenomenon is the
finding out the limits of feasible dark..
.
black market. Apart from imp.orting
courage. The rationale for demand. Ever since 1962 'when-General Ne American weapons to snuff out the
ing a rise in car prices is a lot of Win seiwl powet';irt~a hl:eJoslleSs'coup communist and other menace, Burmese,
hocus pocus, and the Tariff Commis- against the U.N.u"~O'veirinient' a .se- :socialism: General Ne Win would
sion has fallen for it only because its" ries or: "pr6gre·ssiv:e".
'.me~sures· have claim, has not been a subsidised one.
technical competence to sift econo.sent
the . (;Quntry's;ecoii@ffi{hurtling '. Did someone say that the' '~urmese
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Change- In Libya

way to socialism' is designed to end
all socialism?
General Ne Win must be however
repenting the folly of asking 33 poli.
The fall of the kingdom in Libya Libyans flocking from the country.
ticians, including U Nu, to, recom- makes a perfect balance in the Arab side in Tripoli and Benghazi (the
mend means of preserving the League Council between progressive joint capitals) for jobs ,have only
"threatened unity of Burma". While republics and conservative regimes. aggravated the urban problems. Cor.
the General is not the least inclined "King' Idris would not have taken ruption is rampant. High officials
to share the political cake it only. long leave frOID:the country for medi- . ta,king advantage of positions have
helped to whet the appetite of his cal treatment in the Turkish spa if become millionaires. Besides, an im·
opponents so long languishing in he was not assured by his closeasso. portant factor of dissatisfaction with
jail. U Nu in his recommendation ciates that the limited social mea· the regime was its unwillingness to
asked Ne Win to hand. power back sures and the facade of democratic ,. actively participate in the Arab cause
to him, with instructions to organise procedure would prevent any up. of regainjng the lost territories from
free and democratic elections. But Ne liea\Tal during his lifetime. A mili. Israel. The pledge at the Khartpum
Win, who was offered 'presidentship tary coup was not in their mind as Arab summit to give £30 million a,
under the new Constitution, would the Cyrenaican Defence Force (a year to the UAR and Jordan until
have none of it. Now since his at. para.military' body) was maintained the traces of Israeli aggression are
tempts to persuade General Ne Win as a counterweight to the army. The removed was a mere eyewash. King
to voluntarily give up have failed, the young radicals with sympathy for Idris' closeness to the British and
Buddhist ex.Premier argues, there is Arab socialism were harried and only Americans was an irritant for the
no way left but armed struggle. las~ year over a hundred of them majority of Libyans, for the regime
Countless promises made by U Nu to . were rounded up .on grounds of sub- was open to the charge of "complithe Burmese people- include such version and conspiracy. Since then city in Western support .for Israel."
noble things like flowering of Bud. many have gone underground. Colo. Reports are that Israeli pilots have
db..ism,freedom of the Press, dignity nel 'Saaduddin Abu Shweirib, the been trained to fly Skyhawks and
of labour and a square deal for em- new chief of staff, who has come in· Phantoms at the Wheelus air base
players and employees and, above all, to prominence . following the coup, . controlled by the Americans. The
parliamentary democracy. U Nu, was sacked by the King for his re· Pentagon is too willing to retain the
while announcing his determination publican sympathies. Libya is an ex- air base which is continually used for"
to build a 'liberation army' in the ample of how with growing pros. gunnery and bombing practices. The
Burmese countryside chose initially perity the discontent among the British air base at El Aden and the
to remain silent on the Burmese masses develops: . In course of a de- army detachm~nt at Tobruk are no
Communist Party which has been cade, following the discovery of huge Jess a nuisance. After the June War,
conducting Asia's longest guerilla war oil resources, Libya has changed her the Idris regime had· announced its
for the establishment of a people's place from a~o~g the poor Arab intention, of liquidating the foreign
democracy. But now he has let the' States to the 011 nch ,ones. The cur. bases before they automatically run
cat out of the bag. His 'liberation rent year's oil revenues are expected out. But this was only fiddle-faddle..
army' is designed to forestall a como.to be £413 million, compared with The presence of the Egyptian teachers
munist tvictory. What he nee!is i.s £1.14 million in 1961. It will not helped spread the message of social.
not time but money-4 million dol- be long before the country becomes ism which went against the interests
lars to effecta transition from 'fascism' the third largest oil producer in the of monarchy. Moreover, an impor.
(the term used by U Nu) to demo. world. But a few ricl} Libyan fami. tant consideration with the young
cracy. Whether the World Bank IS lies and some foreign oil companies army officers was to ensure the con·
ready to advance t~e amount is not have so far shared between them most tinuity of a Libyan entity.
known but his fund.raising itinerary of the new wealth.
A Tripoli broadcast said that the
includes all democratic strongholds
Although it can be said of the new Government is committed to
from New York to Bangkok. Wether King that he did not indulge.in any unity, socialism and freedom; but it
the democrats are ready to dance with extravaganza, his plans and pro. is difficult to, say at the moment how
'the monk-poHtician remains to be grammes like the .Idris_ Housing radical will be its policies.
seen.
Scheme fell short of the minimum re.
General Ne Win has nothing much quirements of 1.8 million Libyans.
For FRONTIER readers in
to worry either. He is said to have True,' an ordinary labourer gets $140
West India can contact
a chartered plane ready all the time a month,. but their number is insigni.
for him to flee his socialist mother- fi'cant compared to the total papula- S. D.· CHANDAVARKAR
land. The General who goes' to tion. Moreover, the employment po· .
London regularly for treatment has tentiality of- tpe 'highly sophisticated .10, Kanara House
also kept a house. in Wimbledon oil industry is limited. An uncared Mogal Lane, Mahim
ready for his exile. So good luck to for agricultural sector has led to a
everybody I
"
,. lopsided economic development. The .Bombay-16

Kissing And Nudity
•
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Mr G. D. Khosla is pained to see
that even his partial
approval
of
kissing and "nude human figures" in
Indian films is being criticised by all
an9 sundry. The report of the Films
Censorship Inquiry Committee is not
yet printed, and, as he asks, how can
one do justice to the £1.111
report by
scanning merely the summary of the
conclusions?
The report, he claims,
has been very comprehensive.
Writ.
ten by a former high court Chief
]ust"ce, which he is, it must have
been as precise too. Who else could
have possibly written of nu'de human figures? Till the full te~t is
publicly available, one would have to
speculate on what Mr Khosla and his
16 colleagues have to say about nude
animal figures. Till then let no one'
get any ideas.
A few months
ago, Mr Khosla
issued a questionnaire
on the same
subject. The questions were; to put
it succintly, unique.
They were uni-

que not only because of their language, which was a prize for collectors
who hunt for Indian English. But
that is no 'matter.
The uniqueness
of the questions-did not lie either, in
Mr
Khosla's
under-standing
of
Indian history and culture with special reference to sculpure and obscenity; for who ever goes to Indian
films to study· history and culture?
The questions were unique because
of the vividness with which
they
constructed some 'obscene' scenes so
that Mr Khosla could know if people
considered those obscene. The Government of Canada,
which allows
Lady Chatterley's
Lover to be read'
by all but banned a book that detailed the court trials on the novel,
would have probably proscribed the
report.
Mr Khosla is perfectly right
in feeling pain that people are com·
menting on his report without reading the full text. People 'who came
across the questionnaire
and trickl.

ings of the report are e~gerly looking forward to the full text. If questions and extracts can be so salacious,
the full text must be great.
People serious about censorship in
Indian films need not however wait
for the full text. It is evident from
the summary that the Khosla Committee laboured under entirely wrong
terms . of reference.
Kissing and
nudity
mayor
may
not
have
relevance to aesthetic expression, but
Indian film-makers who work for an
industry have nothing
to do with
aesthetics. It is money they want.
If kissing and nudity brings money,
they would introduce it. If it does not,
which some say it will not, for Indian
film-goers mostly take films as family
entertainment and would frown upon
such unclothed
licentiousness,
film·
,makers would
shun kissing and
nudity whether or not the acts are
relevant to aesthetic expression.
To be very fair to Mr Khosla and
his committee colleagues, it can be
said that in their half-baked attempt
to help serious film-makers they have
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FRONTIER.
recommended the addition of one
more dimension to the irrelevance
and vulgarity which is the Indian
film today. Mr Khosla has worked
upon a wrong assumption there too.
The prohibition of ero~icism is not
the only hindrance to the making of
an artistic film.
In his righteous passion over irre.
levant vulgarity in Indian films, Mr
Khosla wants censors to pass er.9tic
scenes only when these are relevant
and delicately handled. If the cen·
SOl'S adopt too severe a stand on these

View from

two points, there can be a safe bet
that the Indian film industry is going
to close down soon. Mr Khosla, one
hopes, does not intend· to deny the
Government that fat source of reo
venue.
It is surprising that Mr Khosla,
who poses him-self as a great liberal,
did not go the whole hog-total
abolition of censorship; Let· people
judge for themselves what is good for
them, without letting some interme.
diaries use their scissors.

Delhi

China Shop
FROM

A

POLITICAL

correspondent who
THEdoesspecial
the Foreign Office in New

CORRESPONDENT

Officewill certainly find it an awkward
one.
The fact that the spokesman talked
about Chinese evacuation of the Lop /
Nor base suggests that there is a good
deal of truth in the Washington's
story that -the Soviet Union had
sounded some countries about their
reaction to pre-emptive strikes on
Chinese nuclear installations. The
story came from Washington, on the
basis of the State Department's
briefing to select correspondents. It
is possible India had knowledge of
the Soviet plan. Mr Kosygin's dash
to Peking for a meeting with Mr_
Chou En.lai appears aimed at contradicting the Washington' story be.
cause even the State Department
seems to have been' caught unawares
by the Peking summit. The mere
fact that the two leaders met was not
immediately interpreted everywhere
"as the beginning of a process of .de.
escalation while there was no let.up
in each side's propaganda attacks on
the other. But the most comical 'foot.
note to the whole episode came from
the Moscow correspondent of a Mos.
cow-lined New . Delhi paper who
.said Mr Kosygin went to Peking to
give Mr Chou En-lai a firm "ultimatum". Mr Dinesh Singh got a full
briefing from Mr Kosygin in Moscow
on the Peking talks but the dovetail.
ing of the China policies of India
and the Soviet Union is a dangerous
development nevertheless.- Mr Kosygin tried to sell the Brezhnev plan
to India during his brief stopover in
New Delhi and it is being made to
appear that the regional security
plans Mr Nixon and Mr Brezhnev
have to spell out in detail will not
be fundamentally different in the
sense that neither of them would
have any military frills.

.already be dead (though the Gov.
ernment of India' has no direct in.
Delhi is not a particularly special formation on this,again-l).
chap outside his ow)J.cocktail circuit.
One folk ~tale after another was
The lack of depth in his stories is passed on to the reader without a
sought to be made up by plenty of thought about their credibility. Both
imagination. Sometimes even ,the the :Foreign Office and those who
imagining is. left to be done for him cover it seem to have forgotten that
by the Foreign Office spokesman who (a) India.l,has a border dispute with
briefs the tribe ritualistically 'every China and (b) that Mrs Indira Ganweek. The spokesman knows it is dhi, at her New Year Day press con.
not difficult to psyche.them into writ. ference, had hinted at India's preing what the government would like paredness for a dialogue with China.
to see on the morrow's front pages. The fact is India's China policy has
For instance, that India had suggest. been getting enmeshed with the Soed a Sino-Soviet summit, is almost ask. viet Union's after the first Ussuri
ing o:q.eto believe that Mr Kosygin clash and evep.'if there wa:s any
-and Mr Chou En-lai owe their meet- genuine intention of initiating a iliaing to the good officesof someone in logue with China, New Delhi is not
New Delhi. To whom, when and keen on it now. After all, India
how the suggestion was made is' a . withdrew her Ambassador from Pektrivial detail in the total context of ing though tecl;mically it was not a
an extraordinary summit India had withdrawal because Mt G. Partha·pulled off.
sarathy who cameAo New Delhi never
In the bargain, the poor newspaper returned and it was discreetly made Power Struggle
But the political leadership in
reader got a lot more edifying de. known through the Press that New
tails: the Chinese have been shifting Delhi. did not propose to send him New Delhi has had. little time to
their atomic installations from Lop back. The Chinese Ambassador reo think of anything outside the crude
Nor (though the Government of In·
power struggle. So much so for a
dia had no direct information on it) turned home quite some time after change; it forgot its pet obsessions.and that the story in the Press about our man in Peking had -comeback, and China and Pakistan, despite the occathe Panchen Lama's escape from a never came back. Who withdrew the sional Foreign Office stories. The
prison camp was planted by the Ambassador first and whose responsi. bogeys perhaps are reserved for more
Cliinese so that they could quietly bility ·itnow is to restore Ambassa· emergency situations because the
announce his mysterious death some dor-level relations might be an acade. political dogfights are on a much
day and that the Panchen Lama might demic question now but the Foreign lower plane still. The Working Com6
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mittee meeting Mr Nijalingappa
wanted to hold in the third week of
September has not come off, which
means the AICC will not meet next
month as planned. On her side the
Prime Minister, while keeping up' the
usual pressure on the Syndicate, has
advised her following to pipe down
and does not propose to call a con.
ference of Congress MLAs and MPs
to define the respective powers of the
parliamentary leader and the organi.
sational leader. She knows that most
certainly these legislators would en.
dorse her stand but might also demand unity in the party which is
what she doe,s not want now. All
the (same, her followers are going
about the job on the assumption that
the AICC will meet in November if
not in October and are mobilising
support for her from the AICC memo
bers in various St~tes.
The Syndicate is' disintegrating
but the people to watch are the Con.
gress Chief Ministers. In 1966, Mr
Kamaraj tried to catapult Mrs Gan.
dhi to office by enlisting the support
of the Chief Ministers to mount
pressure on Congress MPs. Now the
Congress Chief Ministers know that
the Syndicate is losing its grip on
things and it is time for them to
assert their position. Mrs Gandhi
has been trying to break up the soliG
phalanx behind Mr Y. B. Chavan in
the Maharashtra Congress by building
up her own faction in the Pradesh
body. But very span there is likely
to be a polarisation of the Congress
Chief Ministers and Pradesh Congress
chiefs, for and against Mrs Gandhi.
The Congress power struggle will ~c.
quire a new dimension with it. In
1966, a Congress Chief Minister dead.
panned to correspondents
in New
Delhi (arpidst the succession battle
when Mr Shastri died): What is the
Centre except a combination
of
States? .It was a terrifying home
truth.
Septemqer 14, 1969
For FRONTIER
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July-August Drama-II
SUMANTA

THE
Industries Control Bill which
was introduced next year bet.
rayed a considerable retreat from the
policy statement. It represen1ed a
shift from ownership, total or partial,
toward control through supervision
and regulation of industry.

BANERJEE

Avadi Session

And After

In this perspective came the Avadi
session of the Congress in January,
1955. The adoption of the "socialistic pattern of society" was a weapon
in meeting the challenge from the
Left. The wisdom of the socialistic
pose was evident when the powerful
Soon after, in 1951, an organiza- Communist Party of Andhra suffertional crisis threatened the Congress. ed ,an ignominious defeat in the State
elections. Nehru during his election
At the Bangalore session of the Alec from July 13' to 15, Nehru 'sub- tours had pledged that socialism
would become a reality in India in
mitted the party's election manifesto,
emphasizing the importance of mix~d 10 years. The chit given by Kheconomy, nationalization
of' "basic rushchev and Bulganin admiring the
industries" and the need for leaving "achievements" of India under Nehru
came in handy.
The wind had ala "large field" for private enterprise.
ready been taketr off ,the sails of the
Meanwhile, rumblings had been on communists when they came to oonfor quite some time among' promi- test the elections.
To meet tl).e rising tempo of ponent Congressmen were resigning
pular
expectations, the Government
from the party.
nationalized life insurance in 1956,
To precipitate a showdown, Nehru which meant further augmentation of
resigned from the Working Committee financial resources at the command of
the Government. BU,t the Governand the Central Election Committee
ment hastened to assurE, that it did
on August 10. ,His excuse was that
not
intend to divert the available funds
he was feeling out of tune with the
to the public sector to a greater degree
existing leadership and he demanded
than under the existing arrangements.
the reconstruction of the ewC.
It would ensure "that. at least as much
In the face of the threat of a split, money as is today m~ available for
investment in the private sector conTandon resigned from Presidentship
available."
on September 7. 'Nehru was elected tinues to 'be made
(C. Deshm~!kh, the then Finance
President. In his first speech he
emphasized the need for unity and Minister.)
Mr Deshmukh added in his speech
lashed out against factionalism. Thus
in
Parli,ament that the Government
the party was saved.
was not influenced by ",any 'doctrinaire dislike of private
enterprise"
By the mid-fifties however, the party
and the Government were facing ano- but was prompted by the "misuse of
ther crisis. According to the Con- poWer, position, ,and privilege that we
gress General Secretary's
report of have reason to believe occurs under
the 'e,xisting conditions."
September~ 1954,. Congress membership had sharply dropped in 1952-53.
The number of active members came Emasculating
To what extent these measures
down to 71,000.
.
emasculated
the communist moveThere was ,also a recession in
ment
was
evident
from the resolutions.
1953-54
and
considerable
unemployment had developed in the ,adopted by the Fourth Congress of
cities. There was thus
a need to the CPI in 1956. The political resobolster' up the influence of the gov- lution approved many aspects of the
foreign and economic
erning party. ,
',',iftl1l Government's
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policies and promised to support any
Government which would oarry out a
minimum programme of reform.
Something of the same sort seems
to happening now. The CPI feels that
its long cherished dream of winning
over the p~ogressive section of the
Congress and forming a national democratic coalition government with
them is about to come true. It
should not have been so hasty in
rushing to the conclusion had -it
taken care to read between the lines
Mrs Gandhi's note to the Bangalore
session-the ostensible excuse which
triggered off the drama.
Mrs Gandhi made no bones about
her real intentions when in the concluding part of her note of July 10,
she said: " .... the . situation is so
acute in the country that it has' beCome necessary to have some special
programmes to give emplOyment in
the rural areas as well as to the educated. Naturally, whatever scheme
we think of cannot' be adequate to
meet the situation, but it should give

ownership and ought to be better
management than last time. They
may soon come to the end of their
traditional list of nationalization proposals. It is about time they realised that nationalization should not
be equqafed with . socialism. The
public sector in a mixed economy, in
an ,administrative structure inherited
from the imperialist past, is bound
to be distorted by the dominating
bureaucracy and often reduced to the
"milch cow" of the private sector.
As for Mrs Gandhi, it may be possible for her to sustain the hypnotic
spell over the nation fOr some time
to come yet. Bilt the rousing expect?-tions of the people generated by
her steps may soon outgrow the possibilities of, meeting them within the .
And then the
But the trouble with the Leftists existing framework.
collapse
of
hopes,
the
process of diand the communists' in particusillusion will be as fast as the pace
lar is that they' suffer from traditional
weaknesses, confusions and illusions. of Mrs Gandhi's own mOves during
They do not appear to ha~e any spe- the crowded' months of July and
ci'fic target beyond the general feeling August.
(Concluded)
that there ought to be mOre public

the impression that We are taking a
first step and making a genuine
effort."
Thus, Mrs Gandhi's achievements
so tar suggest a ma~ked capacity for
political manoeuvre rather than firm
adherence to convictions. As someone of the Rightist camp suggested,
recently, she will successfully play
"the communist game of United Front
tactics" by winning and retaining her
position with support of the leftists and dispensing with them when
they become unnecessary.
It would therefore be the height of
folly to rely on the goodwill of Mrs
Gandhi and her supporters for the
ladoption or implementation of the
required policies.
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mass movement of any type.
To put it simply, for us, it is a
matter of resistanCe ,and for them, it
.is a matter of offensive.

rrhe Srikakulam Story-II
NARAYANMURTHI

SONS
of Andhra have written
glorious chapters in t~e country's freedom struggle and one of
them is Alluri Seetharamaraju, the
legendary leader of the tribal people. He aroused in them a spirit of
revolt against the British rulers and
became a nightmare to them. Ultimately, when he was caught, the
British rulers took him to a camp,
shot him dead and put QR the story
that he was killed while escaping.
Congress rulers, following in the
footsteps of the British imperialists,
adopted the same tactics at the time
of the Telengana struggle in 1948-50
and has done so now in Srikakulam
and elsewhere.
However, despite the death dance
of the Congress rulers, the cream of
youth and students have been attracted to this struggle for liberation of
the tribals from the centuries-old
exploitation.
The struggle has unfortunately been
caught in the vortex of a controversy
between a group of young enthusiasts
encouraged and egged on by the AllIndia Coordination Committee of
Communist· Revolutionaries
(now
called the Marxist-Leninist party) directly leading the struggle in Srikakulam on the one hand and the
State Revolutionary
Co-ordination
Comtnittee led by Mr T. Nagi Reddy
on the other, I guiding the struggle
with his experience of the historic
Telengana struggle.
The troubl~ seems to have started
when the All-India Committee, while
carrying on a discussion with the
State Commit1leleover the ideological
and political jssues, overran the State
Committee, gave some local enthusiasts the status, of a State Committee and asked it to take the resistance mevement forward to the stage
of an armed guerilla struggle without
adequate preparation
and without
rousing the peqple to a level when

.

--

they can act as an effective' cushion
agaInSt the onslaught of the police:
It was, however, not merely the
organis,ational controversy
but th.!!
very philosophy of armed .struggle itself that was involved.
Here is - a published interview with
Mr T. Nagi Reddy ,about the points
of difference.
Q: What are the mai'n differences
between the GP(ML) and the Andhra State Committee of' Revolutionaries?
A: The first issue is the question of
tactics in relation -to people's war.
When does an armed struggle
start? It starts only as a resistance
to the landlord goondas and government repression and this resistance is in the form of people's resistance. Out _ of this resistance
alone, resistance squads are to be
formed.
But the CP(ML) does not bother
about this aspect 6f people's participation _as ,aJform of resistance to
landlord goondas and police repression. Formation of squads even in
areas where there iii. no peoples'
movement at all is their methodology,
which isolates the' squads from the
masses ..
The second difference:
Peoples'
war always starts only as a form of
resistance, not as a form of offensive.
Therefore, it is a battle in defence of
their demands, be it for land, be it
for wages. It is a struggle for economic demands, it organises people to
resist the landlord goondas and· the
government offensive and it is tl).rough
this form of resistance ,that a real
peoples' .army could be built up in
future.
But the method of the CP(ML)
has no relation to peoples' demands
;and peoples' struggle. Without any
such relation, they go in for offensive
,actions against .any and every landlord even in places where there is no

Forms of Struggle
The third difference is on the question of other forms of struggle. Even
though armed struggl~ is a basic
struggle and is the most important
struggle, it is not the only form oJ
struggle in all places. For e~ample,
if Srikakulam can go into armed
struggle to prepare the ground, organisation of peoples' consciousness towards armed struggle in other areas
may have to be pursued. We will
have to take to various forms of
struggle, according to conditions
prevailing in particular places. It
might be .a question of wages for agri~
cultural labour or the question of share
of tenants or a question of distribution of cultivate waste lands of the
government or even a question of
iOacupation
of government lands
which are under occupation of landlords Or· hav:e been converted into
seed farms. In the process of these
struggles fOr these demands, we
would USevariqus methods of struggle
including the lowest form of struggle
such as sign,',tturecampaigns, deputations and demonstrations, just as we
-participate in the labour courts and
in the industrial tribunals in the cities.
Eventually, all these various forms of
struggle should be conducted in such
,a manner as to develop better organisation, consciousness of the people
towards peoples' direct· participation
on the questi,on of land and othler
,issues, leading to resistance. !against
landlord and government repression.
But the Marxist-Leninists do not
believe in any form of struggle other
than armed strllggle in ,all areas, irrespective of the strength of the party
Or the people. It is for this reason
that they gave the call for party units
to form . themselves into squads in
the coastal districts ,and to take aC?tion agains the landlords.
This type Of action, ,accorcting fo
the Andhm committee, does not .help
build up a mass movement eVen in
an area where suC'hactions take plade.
Such actions are against the funda-
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attention of the people from the
issues on which they will have to
'fight.
Secondly the people are their own
Q:
In this background, how do you liberators under the leadership of the
evaluate the armed actions in Communist Barty. That means they
themselves must form part, 'allid
Srikakulam ?
parcel of the squads. But the manA:
Every ,action in the Parvathipuram agency area land agencies ner in which this is being implemenof similar type is real peoples' ted by the N axalites makes the people
action on the basis of a movement, feel that liberators are someone else
which has been built up over .a and not themselves. They look to
number of issues including the someone for liberation. In consequbasic question of land. People's :ence, inste.ad of taking to actions on
participation is .evident there and the basis of their own unity and oraction against landlords is selective. ganisational strength, they will look
(But ill t,he p'ain ·areas,. generailv', to others to do this job for them and
there is neither la peoples' movement save them from the exploitation of
nOr peoples' participation which can landlords.
The views expressed in !his insustain those actions to develop a
terview indicate that difl1erences are
peoples' movement there in future.
pretty serious but very clear. Attempts to discuss these differences
Liberation Struggle
• Q: Do you agree with the view of with the All-India Committee appear
the CP(ML) that the Srikakulam to have proved futile. It is perhaps
armed struggle is a national libera- this that has led the section led by
Mr Nagi Reddy
and like-minded
tion struggle?
A:
Not every armed struggle is a people in other States including West
national liberation struggle imme- Bengal. to think in terms of forming
diately, even though every struggle another party ~ It is a sad but stark
is Ian embryonic form of such reality.
At the present moment, the Governstruggle. To characterise every
peasant struggle ,as a struggle for ment is on the offensive. The offenpower and for national liberation sive is not against the armed squads
is to divert the attention .and cons- alone but again the people and this
ciousness Of the people from the might demoralise them temporarily,
but they would soon get over this
bask
demands oI.f the people.
situation and re1).ew that resistance
National liberation struggle be.
comeS la fundamental form of with the help of the arme.d squads
struggle only after a series of pea- formed among themselv'es, provided
~ants' armed lactiOJ1sin ;Various a correct line is pursued.
The Govemment might be able to
places get coordinated into a peoples' larmy to fight f<?rnational libe- fool people in other parts of the
country, but cannot close the eyes
ration and Peoples' Demo$:racy.
Even Peking Radio has chal1acteri- of the people in an area where
sed the Naxalbari movement in Ben- nearly 30 policemen have been killed
gal as an armed struggle 6f peasants by the armed squads during the last
fOr land mainly and as an embryonic one year. The loss to the people is
much more. The
loss of young
struggle fOr national liberation.
cadres due to arrests by the police on
Q: Will actions of the Srikakulam information furnished by a top Naxalite who shamelessly surrendered retype lead to armed struggle?
cently is also not insignificant. These
A:
No. There ,are two reasons:
. Without a peoples' demand being lpsses can be overcome only on the
focussed and people being organi-· basis of a correct line'"7Concluded.
sed to get those demands imple(The first part of this article appeamented by their own actions, mere
actions by squads divert the red in the issue of September 6).
mental principlys enunciated by Mao
in relation -10 pea~ants'
armed
struggle.

Assam

Abetting Archery
H. W.

STEN

BETTING
on 'arrow shooting
competitions in Assam is in
process of further change as a result
of a notification in the A~satn Gazette
about the Assam Amusements and
Betting Tax (Amendment)
Rules,
1969.
Betting on arrow shooting, locally
known as Teer, was introduced in
Shillong only in 1965 although many
have been made to believe that it
has ,been associated with the archery
competitions of the Khasis from time
immemorial. The promoters of the
business know the truth only too
well ; but then they have taken pains
to change the game considerably in
order to attr,act the people.
Initially, the Polo Grbund was the
only place in Shillong fixed for Teer.
But soon it was found inadequate.
By 1966 almost every vacant plot of
land inside and around this cosmopolitan city became la shooting ground.
In this particular type of beaing, the
bettor dreams day and night about
the particular number of the last
arrow to strike the target in the
competitions. Sometimes, when he
does not have a' .dream at night, he
stands like a statue somewhere silently. After pondering a lot he
goe~ to the bookies
of diffel1ent
teams and bets on the numbers.
rrhe numbers are of two digits (if
the number of the last arrow is 123,
only 23 is counted).
If his chosen
number comes, he becomes rich
overnight.
A majority of the leaders here-of
the Congress, the APHLC and others,
are not in favour of betting on this
. traditional sport. Religious leaders
and the local Press are also dead
against it.
Feeling the pulSle!of the majority of
Shillong citiZloos, the Deputy Commissioner, after conferring with SOme
prominent leaders of the capital, issued an order in November 1967
banning all Teer business inside the
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town. A similar order was also issued in the same month by the Subdivisional Officer, JoOwai. But in the
same year, Tee,. came to Gauhati
also, where again aelrtain steps were
taken by the Kamrup Deputy Commissioner to prevent it. BetJtors did
not obey the order. They know that
man is not made for the law.
The brain behind this lucrative
business is the self.styled 'board of
archery' whose chief mentors
are.
people who calI. themselves "Christians". The board designs ways and
means to entrap passers-by, issues
licences enabling peopLef to accept
bets ev,ery day (including
public
holidays).
The number of such
clandestine licences will be brought
to light as soon as the State Government enforces the rules.
Prior to 1965, the arrow shooting
competitions occupied a very important place in the Khasi way of life
as it was the only beautiful spoOrtof
the Khasis. In those days, one village competed with another. People
of lall ages and of both sexes, in the
best of their customary dr§sses, flocked to shooting ground to cheer their
respective teams. The rarchers (not
the fans) subscribeld an equal amount
of money to their respective captains
who, on nlleeting at the appointed
spot, handed the subscribed money
over to a common custodian. The
farrows of 000 village are differentiated from thOSe of anoOtherby a tinge
pa~ted on each arrow: usually black
and red. When the l1esultwas known,
the people gathered round the common custodian and thei village leaders
who made a few congr:atulatory
speeches. After that the money was
handed over to th~ captain of the
winning team amidst cheers and joy .
unspeakable. All was dOIlie!in a very
ceremonious manner.
The competition was then more a seasonal game
than a daily featuI1e. In latter years
- the money gave way to cups and
shields.
The Tax Rules, now promulgated,
permit betting orr arrow shooting
. competitions throughout the Strate, but
lay down that every person intending to accept a bet should obtain a

valid Iiaenee from the Government.
The licence gran1Jeid,he shalI maintain
registers and ret'ords of his busineSS
strictly acoording to the standard
forms prescribed by the rules for the
purpose. Under the rules bets cannot be ,accepted by licensees on any
day other than Monday and Friday.
More than that, they require him to
pay the betting tax to ,the Government
within 24 hours Of the closure of the
arrow shooting on any of thoOsetwo
days.
The measu{1els embodied 111 the
,amended Amusiettnents and Betting
. Tax Rules an expected to serVe as a

check to reckless uSe of one's money.
The rules should have fired a time
limit for the cloOsureof thel arrow
shooting on thOse two days to prevent the noise along the streets in the
evening and fighting in dark corners.
They should have vequired a licensee
to have a decent room for his business and not to conduct it at an open
place Or public thoroughfare
and
prohibited betting
inside Government offices, . las well as the forecast system. It is hoped that the
recent trouble will persuade the
Governmenf to moOdify the rules
further.

Calcutta Diary
Indira Gandhi couldn't have
MRScome
to Calcutta at a more
opporune time. The past seems to
have been forgotten by all and sun·
dry. Who remembers that she it was
who helped in getting out the first
communist Kerala Ministry?
Bask.
ing in the glory of the Presidential
election cou p and bank nationalisa.
tion which so far shows rio signs of
helping the common man, she came
to Calcutta and went away like a
conquering heroine. She could well
pose the question, pointing to the
Withering that
turned l0ll.t at her
Maidan meeting, 'who says the Can·
gress is a dead force?' The Congress
of course is not yet dead, but dying.
The process in animals often takes
wme time. Sheep and goats killed,
for meat, as the non.vegetarians well
know, go on kicking their feet for a
few minutes after their heads are
severed .. And African hunters
tell
us that zebras who have r'eceived ~i
killing bullet will always run a cer.
tain distance before actually faIling
down dead. Apart from that, the
size of the gathering in Maidan meet·
ings in Calcutta really proves nothing. There is a vast number of pea.
pIe who turn out regularly at all
meetings whatever the party which
organises them.
Nothing, of course, succeeds like
success in parliamentary democracy.

The spate of notes between the West
Bengal Congress Chief and the leader
of their Parliamentary Party ended
guite tamely as might have been ex·
pected and Dr Chunder did preside
.at the Maidan meeting. Only a few
tired old men like Mr P. C. Sen and
the 'deflated strongman, Mr AtuIJya
Ghosh, chose to keep themselves
away. Barring a handful of men,
nobody seems to have noticed
the
the deflated strongman, Mr Atuiya
difference. But sadly enough for
these former stalwarts of the Congress, even their followers seem to
have deserted them.
•••

oil<

After the recent mass hysteria in
the city over the scare of child-lifting, petition mania seemed to have
gripped the political circles on the
occasion of the Prime Minister's visit.
If. proof were needed of the Centre's
strength. and authority, this )ndeed
was it. All and sundry vied with
each other during Mrs Gandhi's ,hec.
tic two days in the city, to present
their own appeals and these ·natural.
ly included, in the present int~!-pre._
tation of 'confrontation
with the
Centre, West Bengal's Chief Minis.
ter, and beputy Chief Minister.
€onfrontation
is an unpleasant
word and the act itself can hardly be
pleasant. But perhaps the Gandhian
Chief Minister of the State has given

it a new dimension.
Otherwise how
come that Mr Jyoti Basu, who
is
usually portrayed in a serious vein,
was wearing an unwanted
smile on
his serious
features in the photograph of the meeting at Raj Bhavan
between the
Prime
Minister,
the
Chief Minister and himself ~
*'
*'
Only recently it was pointed out
in this paper that precious little had.
been done by the United Front Government to curb the rising prices of
foodstuffs.
The
comments"
it ap
pears, were made in ignorance
of
what was in the offing. The UF has
passed a resolution in the West Bengal Assembly asking the Central Government to arrange for "imports
.of
fish from East Pakistan ta meet the
shartage and bring dawn the present
soaring prices.
This, we
are told, is the .only
possibfe solution to-the problem
.of
scarcity of fish in the State.
IndaPak relations
being what they are,
it does nat require a prophet ta say
that nothing much is likely to come
out of the resolution.
So, the scarcity and high
prices are going to
remain and quite likely to get warse.
But naw the poor Bengali gaing without his fish can blame this alsa on
the failure of the Centre.
It is indeed a sad admission .of failure on
the part of the Up.itea Frant ta say
that there is na other solutian ta the
prablem
but to import fish
from
Pakistan.
Fish of course occupies in the Bengali's life the position enjoyed
. by
milk in the vegetarian Narth Indian
Hindu's life. Absence of either from
the diet in the respective zones is a
hardship which has about the same
intensity.
That does not ;nean that
the fish-eaters and milk-drinkers
can
understand each other's
viewpoints.
In the event, therefore, whatever the
official reaction, the unofficial .one in
New
Delhi is likely to be one of
faint amusement.
If ,the UF GQvernment cannot do anything to provide at a reasonable price an essential article of the average Bengali's
diet they shauld not add insult to
injury.
By all means
the
matter
could have been taken up by the Gavernment with the Centre far any possible good that might come aut .of it.

But was there any need to make itself look slightly ridiculaus?
The
fact remains that the prablem .of fish
supply is a purely local .one. If the
UF Government
chooses to da nothing in the matter and simply pasg:s
the buck to the Centre, it can ga on
hoping forever far samething to happen. But it may be that the peaple
would get tired of waiting endlessly.
After all they had put the Gavernment in power to do same thing.
In
this matter at least, the Gavernment
has not even gane thraugh
the mations .of doing anything.

*'

•••
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The Warring Leftists
READER

T

HE United
Front governments,
both in Kerala and West Bengal, are again
in trouble.
The
trauble arises nat so much from the
machinatians
.of external
agencies
like the Centre .or the CIA (as some
leaders would have us believe), but
from inter-party squabbles which have
reached a new height at both places.
While in Kerala people are openly calling each other corrupt,
the "in.
tensification
.of class 'struggle" in
Baranagar
and elsewhere has led to
broken heads and ill-temper in West
,Bengal.

After the nationwide
hue and cry
aver the Rabindra
Sarabar incidents
.or suppa sed incidents, same amount
.of exCitement in the West
Bengal
Assembly over the Camex-IIImela
at Delhi and the fate .of the unfornate girls was quite-- understandable.
The situatian
is far warse than in
But it is curiaus logic to say that, the
was never
enquiry should be scrapped just be-' 1967. Then the Front
really sure .of completing the five-year
cause in Delhi same nasty in~ident
term; the Cangress was still a major
has happeened.
As the West Bengal
.farce, a fact
which'
led ta greater
Home
Minister
said, it is worth
unity
among' the UF ranks.
This
knowing
what
actually
happened.
time knawing that they can't be reThe truth, .or as much .of it as has
moved fram power, the Front parties
been brought before the Commission,
will be out soon notwithstanding
the have got down in right earnest to increase their areas .of influence.
This
incidents
concerning
the
lawyers
leads ta frictian.
appearing before the cammissian.
What is interesting
is the absence
The Press is happy.
Violent claof any ·outcry lover the Delhi incident in which withaut the shadow of shes among Front constituents always
make good capy, with the follow-up
. a daubt there was an attempt to_mostories of charges and counter-charges
lest girls. Where are all the chamna' less interesting.
What
is partipions .of feminine virtue who waxed
cularly strange is that the party leasa eloquent at the time .of Rabindra
Sarobar ? Where are the Delhi wo- ders wha never lose an opportunity
to lash out at the bourgeois
Press,
men who marched ta see Mr Jyoti
should turn to that same Press far
Basu?
Is it because it was all ,so
their differences.
It has
.openly dane that these champians do displaying
become a practice with most parties
nat worry?
All said and done the
ta issue statements
to the Press behaodlums .of Comex-III seem ta have
a much higher arausal compared
t') fare any frant meeting, accusing each.
o.ther. The highly politically
canstheir counterparts
elsewhere.
In the
cious leftist leaders da nat seem ta .
land .of the J ana
Sangh the poor
realise that by actions such as these
girls "'.:ere treated" shabbily
without
they merely strengthen
the hands .of
any excuse.
There was no
earlier
their enemies.
Alsa after all this,
chaos as at Rabindra
Sarabar.
One
talk of the Press trying ta break the
can 'even imagine th«t <:leep down
Front seems meaningless.
in their hearts, Hindu
.obscurantists
that they are, the Jana Sangh leade'rs
The recent happenings
in Delhi,
might be feeljng little pity far the
the natianalisation
of 14 major banks,
girls wha went ta such a show which
have intensified the differences
betthey may think was hardly the thing
ween the CPI (M) and the CPI an
far nicely brought up purdah women.
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the stand to be adopted vis-a-vis the
Union Government. While Mr Harekrishna Konar has alleged that the
CPI is trying to split the United
Front and form an alliance.with the
Congress, the CPI has made no secret
of its view that there is no virtue in
anti-Congressism as such. With the
CPI (M) bent on maintaining a more
radical posture, the struggle between
the two parties has once again acquired ideological overtones.
The Times of India says that in
spite of the growing te'nsions among
the Front constituents in West Ben"- gal, it is unlikely to break up. However much the CPI or the Forward
Bloc might dislike ,the CPI (M), it
is extremely unlikely that they would
quit the coalition; the Front still being popular in West Bengal, any
party that splits it will suffer. These
parties know also that they will not
benefit any further from a fresh poll,
which would become necessary if the
Government falls. Thus they have
become prisoners of. the aggressive
CPI (M) which is determined to cut
'- its partners to size. A numb'er of
clashes have taken p'lace and CPI (M)
men have also bern injured.' But
since Mr .Iyoti Basu holds the Home
portfolio and is the de facto ~hief
r Minister, the party cannot say that
the state machinery is being used
against it. This is the allegation of
the other parties. While the truth
is yet to be known,' any reluctance of
the police to incur the displeasure of
the CPI (M) is understandable, in
view of the pressures to which they
are subject.
According to the Hindustan Times
the United Front governments have
been exposed as essentially opportunist alliances. The friction stems
from the bitter feuding between the
'two communist paTties. In Kerala
the quarrel is of long standing and
the demand of the CPI and others
for a probe into the charges of corruption agains Mr Wellingdon, the
Health Minister, is not new. Early
last month the CPI (M) had come
to an agreement on this question
with the Muslim League, one of the
-....signatories to the present probe demand. The revival' of the questio~
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shows how fragile that understanding
had been. In West Bengal, there is
strong resentment at the big brotherly attitude of the CPI (M) .

-

But though the internal strains in
the Fronts are real enough, it is unlikely that there would be any split
either in Kerala or in West Bengal.
None of the -parties value the principles ,they pro~ess to risk the political wilderness that will inevitably
be their lot if either of the Front
collapses. The United Front governments ~ould continue, but their pretensions. to the ,status pf a viable,
alternative to the Congress hilVebeen
blown.

to have missed the story of the ugly
incident at Rabindra Rangshala in
Delhi. One has to say the story was
missed in the absence of any evidence
pointing to the contrary. After all,
Rabindra Rangshala is not Rabindra
Sarobar, Delhi is not Calcutta and
the J ana Sangh is not leftist.
The Hindustan 'Times does not
hesitate to demand an informal inquiry into what went wrong at the
festival. It blames the Indian organisers for gross mismanagement and
a section of the Indian students for
their undignified and boorish conduct. The Comex-III visitors certainly
did, not leave for home with the most
favourable impression of the country.
The Hindusthan Standard also felt
that ,something was rotten-the mismanagement, the bad food at exorbitant prices at Rabindra Rangshala
and the orthodox arrangement which
did not allow the visiting boys to
sleep with their girl friends. To
crown it all, hooligans intervened on
the evening of the festival, broke
furniture and. even attempted to
molest girls. The only redeeming
feature was tha-t some students came
forward to fight the hooligans and
protect the women. Not all cities
ca.n boast of this, the paper concludes.

The Statesman also does not think
that' any of the' parties would leave
the Front. What seems more likely
is the continuance of the coalition in
a state of virtual deadlock. Crisis
will follow crisis arid preclude aIiykind of progress. The stresses with, in the, Froht have affected the ad-'
ministration and the public in
general. . A number of violent clashes
have ·taken place and even in the
context of- 'general law and order,'
the trend is disturbing. While the
-general public may not be' interested
in 'how -many workers each party has
lost, one cannot ignore the fact that
there have. been heavy casualties
among the Front constituents. The
.clashes which marked .the movement
EPIC THEATRE
for recovery of benami land were
made more deplorable by inter-party'
Special N u'mber is' just out.
rivalries. The Front constituents
are. yet to sign the formal document
on the principles to be. adopted in
Brecht Society Of India
,
such matters. Things have worsened
with tl].e rec~nt developments in 140/24, Netaji Subhas Bose Road,
Delhi .and the CPI (M)'6 allegation
that the CPI wishes to enter into an'
Calcutta-40
alliance with tl].e Congress. Meiinwhile, as such attacks mount, the adTel: 46-8329
ministrationstarids ieft where it was;
perhaps it has even slid back a Httle
in the absence of united 'and responsible direction.
.
O~r Agency III Madras :
The Comex Affair
While The Statesman seems much
concerned with the .State's administration, it should also take a look at
the state, of affairs in its Calcutta
office. It was perhaps the only paper

Ananth Agencies,
Mr A. KRISHNAMOORTHY,
14-H, Gopalapuram -1st Street,
Gopalapuram,
Madras - 6.
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Has Liberalism A Future In India_?
SCRIBE

not, but any intelligent con.
Ithinksideration
of the matter ought to

liberal movement has not been properly noticed in India. Even if noticed, it has been whally ignored by- our
politicians, the truth of the matter being that they have set their hearts on
a social revolution without the vestige
of a religious policy. For our secularism can hardly be called a poJicyit is a plea for. having none.
It is usually supposed that as the
liberal creed pleads for freedom af
conscience, the secularism of the State
should permit every community to
observe its own religion, and that· the
State can da no less by way of libe'ral toleration. From the liberal stand.
point this is no doubt a wholly ad-'
mirable policy, but the trouble is that
it is not very helpful in maintaining
comrimnal harmony : fat it allows unchecked the Hindu worshipping his
idol in the full glare of noon-day publicity, and the 'Muslim trading in cowflesh in a manner hardly more inhibited, each custam, remai~ing taboo
with members af the opposite community. It is all very well f9rl a freethinker whase aesthetic sense is violently outraged by the malodorous flesh
yf cows, and who would give anything
to avoid the obscene rampage known
as Hindu worship, to bear with both
with a shrug. But the more tolerant
of Hindu idolatry a cow-eating Muslim is, the less a Muslim he, and vice
versa. Unfortunately the liberals in
our country do not seem to realise
this, as they well may n·ot.. For a
realisation would leave them with but
one 'alternative to tbe extremely illiberal course of a total destruction of all
religions. The alternative is, af course,
a reformation in the existing religions;
divesting them of all dtes or rituals,
leaving only their'. doctrinaire parts
alane. It is interesting even to contemplate Our liberals agitating for such
a reformation.

. proceed in an atmosphere unclouded
by passion. The opponents ofliberalism in India usually adopt a moral
stance, and, identifying the liberal cause
with the Congress party, enumerate
the many vices of individual Congress.
men, and, more
generally, lOf the
Congress
party as a whole. But
short of a rational confutation of the
liberal stand, inherent in the logic of
the specific issues of moment that face
modern India, it will be very difficult
to dislodge the hold of liberalism from
the mind of many an amiable, wellintentioned and patriotic citizen. They
are left with a growing suspicion that
in throwing up the liberal creed one
is probably bartering away the two
most precious things af civilised existence-freedom and individuality. For
their sake, if for nothing else, a rational confutation is necessary.
Let me begin with the canfutation
on the religious front, though the customary approach is to begin on tbe
econamic front. But as the "free democracies" of the West have not ·been
doing so badly after all-the
many
syllogisms prophesying
their inevitable economic ruin notwithstandingthe lesson to be derived from our own
economic debacle cannot bring' much
enlightenment ta the proponents
of
the socialistic pattern of society. In
this article therefore I shall say nothing about the economic argument
against the liberal creed but shall concentrate on the religious problem
and on the religious problem alone.
The first point to be noted is that
the liberal movement in the West came
in the wake of a religious revolution.
This revolution had begun as a !feformation but ended by centralising the
plOwer.of the Church as a social and
political institution. By the middle of
the nineteenth century the Church had
ceased to be a political force: since No Cont.radiction
the First World War it has ceased to be
But surely there is no contradica social force, as well. That this de. tion involved in the liberals' undervelopment had anything to do with the taking such an agitation. The liberal

I"
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creed of the freedom of religious cons.J
dence can be distinguished from the
freedom to serve specific religious ins.
titutions like the Church. In India the
real analogue of the Church is the
whole system of religious observances
amongst the Hindus and the Muslims.
So long as these remain, we cannot
be said tQ have made even a beginning •
in the work of liberalising these religions. It may sound paradoxical to
many, but, in truth, freedom of religious observances is no necessary conconiitant to the acceptance of liberalism as a political philosophy ; onjhe
contrary, the chronic strain imposed
on the minds of the members of one
community by the compulsive tolerance
of sacrileges perpetrated by another
is potent with illiberal consequences.
Leaving aside for a moment the
question of aqolishing all religions or
subjecting them to a thorough-going
reformation, let us view. the religious
problem from the standpoint of the
State. Our State will have to evolve
a positive religi9us policy some day or
other. -And a positive religious policy
in India, as' contrasted to today's
laissez-faire secularism, should achieve .
••
just this : it should do away with all
religious observances-at
all even'\il
any such as are socialy disrup.
tive. Idol worship for example must
come under the severest possible ban,
and so, I suppose, must cow-slaugMer.
Regarding the latter I should add that
I propose the ban not so much as a
concession to Hindu reactionaries but
to make the operation of law uniform
as between the Hindu or the Muslim ..•.
or. the Christian. No doubt, the uniformity could be achieved just as well
by making cow-slaughter instead of
cow-protection a policy af the State.
Talking about legal uniformity, a
second reform seems necessary for' the
success af any kind of population policy undertaken by Our State. Here
however the reform would refer 'not
so much to Hinduism
as to Islam.
The Islamic community in India remains polygamous, apd possibly-to ~
continue the alIiteration-dispropor"
tionately procreative. This is certainly a serious factor of potential discord
between the two communities, the
pradigious numerical superiority -of the

11
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· lIindus notwithstanding. The human
fauna in our country, whether of the
Hindu variety or of the Islamic, has
a surprising capacity for multiplication; and though it is nothing but
pusillanimity on a Hindu's part to
quail at the distant prospect of being
outnumben,d by the Muslims, we must
admit that such a fear exists. This
fear, being hardly conducive to the
exchange of amiable sentiments between ~e two communities, must be
rooted out and made impossible-a
thing that simply ca~not be done without making similar marriage laws
'- binding on both the communities. That
again presupposes a reform in the
Islamic religion, if only for a political
reason.
Marriage Money
And not merely in the Islamic religion either. It is common knowledge
that some laws are easily enforced,
whilst a good many others are recognised more in the violation than in
~ the observance. If the monogamous
",-Hindu, very much of a reality now,
in theiry as welI as in practice, testi.
fies to the former, the same Hindu,
grasping and shameless in his pursuit
of marriage money, as eloguently testifies to the latter. The richer and more
'educated' a Hindu is, the more money, you may be sure, will be required of the bride's father to see' his
daughter granted the f~licity of sharing that worthy's bridal bed. The
Hindu as bridegroom is a loathsome'
thing-a trader, nay, a trafficker in
marital embraces. And it must be remembered that the socialistic pattern
has done nothing towards" altering the
Hindu character-at
all events. in this
particular respect ; the simple truth of
the matter being that of all the batteners on marriage money, our technicians and engineers-in other words,
the standard-bearers of Nehru's brand
of socialism-are about the most rapacious. The canker has gone deep, and
no mere legal ban can be expected to
prove equal to it. The only remedy
tha,t suggests itself to my mind is the
stamping out of parentltl authority in
marriage matters, and t,his/not merely
as a liberal homage to the marrying
children's individuality. Individuality
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is all very well for the Western youth, India into a single nation instead of
but the Hindu youth has still very little what she is now, a battleground for
use for it, and ,in marriage matters, numerous
disaffected communities.
even less. The few cases of recalci- For not only the continuously -swell.
trance in marriage matters to parental ing tide of Hindu-Muslim discord, but
autl:).ority that hav~ been- takmg place all the lesser ripples in that ocean of
in recent years should not be mistaken communal unrest whose name is India
for so many exercises of the marrying can be shown to have their origin in
children's individuality. Indeed they religious disaffection. What has been
are ·no!hing of the kind, the truth be- called "chauvinistic' provincialism" by
ing that pa~ental tutelage has in these pompous journalists,· spreading fast
cases succumbed to the libidinous and with deadly thoroughness over the
urge of late youth, which is hardly the whole extent of our country from
same thing as an assertion of indivi~ Nagaland to the Punjab, and, from
duality as understood .by the preaching DarjeeIing to Dravid Nad, has in each
liberal. But it would be naive to think case specHic religious causes. I need
that even these 'individualistic' mar- not go into th~se larger political asriages, so heart-warming to the Indian pects of the religious question here. \
liberal, have been immune from the So that arguments do not go out of
pollution -of marriage money. Cases hand by the sheer volume of - their
have been known-and
they are far ramifications, I may even, for the momore numerous than the preaching ment, subscribe to our intellectuals'
liberal would care to admit-where
fond belief that religious differences in
"individualistic civil marriages" have India do not extend beyond the bounds
been followed by sacramental ceremo- of Hindu-Muslim conflict though I
nies, to the accompaniment of brass cannot follow them in th~ir habit of
bands, parental blessings and the jing- . playing down the magnitude of the
ling of marriage money, .all in the best conflict even within those bounds. I
Hindu style.. Bu~ I am yet to hear of take the sta,nd that Our country IS
a case in which marriage money was perishing, steadily and inevitably, by
demanded from the bride herself by. the curse of communal hatred, whose
the proposing swain in person. Such" deceptiv~ sJowness of operation only
a course may well be judged extreme makes its ultimate consequences all the
even by Hindu standards ; and indeed more terrible. To my mind, the only'
our lawgivers never made any_provi- way open to out S,tate to avert that
sian for it, having never contemplat- terrible doom is to evolve a religious
ed the possibility of swains proposing policy which. will neutralise, before
in person. The traffic in marriage time runs out, whatever disruptive pomoney is thus intimately connected wit4..r wer Our religions possess. This polithe, parental role in Hindu marriages, tical view of tl!e religious problem is
and once this role is done away with of course not the only view possible.
and sacramental ceremonies connect- From the st,:mdpoint of the rise or
ed with marriage stringently abolished, wellbeing of the nation it is not even
the traffic may yet cease ; in the exist- the most important. Before. explainin.,g
ing circumstances it certainly shall alternative views, I should only renot.
\.
mark that, even from whatever standLet us ign~re the details for a mo- point one considers the matter, no govment and take up a st~ndpoint which ernment working under the assumpshall embrace somethmg more than tions of Our liberalism, which is anthe consideration of the State's duties other name for total non-interference
in respect of the religious question. As in the practices and prejudices of the
I have said before, the State will pos- masses in India, can possibly give'
sibly be driven to throw up laissez- effect to that standpOint.
faire secularism for something better,
At the same time I should hasten
and that in a not-too-distant
fu- to make it clear that the abandonture. It will have to do so if only by ment of laissez-fain~ secularism does
political necessit;y-in this case the not necesarily ·imply going the whole
overriding necessity of transforming Marxian way. I ~hould remind the
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reader that I am writing from the freethinker's standpoint, and a freethinker
is not necessarily a materialist, far less
a dialectical one. He may well have
passionate religious cravings, and, in
fact the greater number of genuine
religious consciences in the modern
world have been of the free-thinking
variety. Certainly, to such a conscience, the Marxist demand for total
abolition of all religions must appear
infinitely more bearable than the all
too open countenance accorded by the
secular State to the murderous creeds
that go by the name of religion
amongst us.
For the freethinker
knows for certain, what the professing
man of religion very often forgets,
that however mysterious the positive
essence of religion, its negative essence
emphatically includes the keeping in
check of the murdering impulse. With
this knowledge he can have no difficulty in choosing between the practice of·
religions in their· present form and a
total ban operating on all of them.
However, before actually proposing
this extreme course, he may well examine whether any other way of reforming the existing religions is dCifinitely
barred out by circumstances. For all
one knows, that examination may lead
to a variety of choices.
.
To single out only one amongst
many, I may begin by discussing the
dilemma in which the conscientious
liberal (of whom I spoke right at the
beginning of this article) is placed in
regard to this sp~cific question of religion. He is constantly falling between
two stools. He cannot go over to the
forthright Marxian position of absolute
opposition to all things religious because of his scruples on the side of
freedom of conscience. On the other
hand, he cannot subscribe his assent to
the essentially negative secularism
which J awaharJal Nehru, in thoughtless
imitation of the policies of the British
Raj, chose to retain, while parading it
as something tremendously novel and
revolutionary. Nehru ·forgot that noninterference, which was the essence of
the Raj's religious policy, and which
is what secularism has come to mean
in practice, could not but fail hopelessly when professed and proclaimed by
an indigenous government. Supposing

for a moment that such a government ing father, the wayward son with an
could o~serve the impar.tiality it de- eye on Albion's distant shore and a
nie~ to the previous regime, which at faithful wife standing up to all sorts
last could plead subjective non-involve- of hardship to get back her runaway
ment in the bickerings of native com- husband. The boy has a good. time
munitieS; it forfeited, on that very in England, but his blissful days are
supposition, the right to promote any numbered as the wife, now a thorough.
bred modern girl thanks to the trainreform movement within a particular
Kumar, comes to
community. The ~ritish, even in de- ing by Ashok
tachment, could lend honest counten- claim her prey. A mock romancing
and
ance to the nineteenth century reform follows, after which husband
wife
get
back
home
and
the
curtain
movements within the Hindu community. Nehru's regime could not very falls on a happy family reunion.
well do so-not that such a movement This ancient story pattern has been
like
was forthcoming any way-if only be- laced up with other inanities
the
attempted
suicide
of
the
heroine,
cause even in reform, it had to maintain some sort of parity between the the hero's entanglement with a caba.
ret-dancer in London
who finally
communities.
In consequence, the.?
turns out to be a good fairy and last
practice of secularism in modern India
but not the least, the ludicrous sehas been marked by extreme anaemia
quence'of the heroine's metamorphosis
and feebleness. Actually, the gpvern- from a tame domesticated type into
ment has all along been partial-to
a vivacious beauty. Mala Sinha's
Hindus in practice and to Muslims in performance is a portrayal of exas·
pious professions whiCh again have . per-ating fidelity while Biswajit's emoonly tended to accentu~te the tempo tionless face is a torture to watch.
of Hindu reaction. 1\11this had been The directio. is listless and the other
inherent in the logic of the situation, departments match up to the stupiand what is r~ally ~urprising is not the dity of the entire framework.
failure of our religious policy but' the
Anmol Moti is also another orgy
fact that yve have succeeded so long in in Eastmancolour where the prota.
averting a full-blooded communal war. gonists play Adam and Eve in a
No doubt this has to be ascribed to the colony of semi...nudes. The film starts
feebleness of the race, rather than to ,off with an underwater leg...show in._
any lack of fervour for the cause, on what appears to ~ be an over-sized
aquarium and the girl rising out of
the part of. either community.
tthe sea looks like a Venus with a
(To be concluded)
few pounds of extra flesh on. The
pearl-diver, Manik, is killed by an
octopus after we have been treated
to a dance-number replete
:with
openly copulative gestures and after
_the man has made good use of his
MRIGANKA SEKHAR RAY
wedding night, leaving us a curveceous Babita who has ]eetendra to
REALLY,
what is the' basis of woo her. What follows is a sickening
.
Hrishikesh Mukherjeej; much- maze of nonsense,' a varlation of the
vaunted claim to be different from usual mating-game theme.
the common run of Hindi film-mak.
ers? His films have- all the vices of FRONTIER is available from
Bombay plus the pretentious elements SUNIL KUMAR MAHANTA
of the commercial' Bengali cinema
Collectorate Compound
with its stupid feeling of superiority.
Technically also, ~e has been dete- P.O. Balurghat, W. Dinajpur
riorating with the years and his productions lack the outward slickness
now comon to all the major Bombay FRONTIER is available from
CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY
films. His. recent Pyar-ka.Swapna
23/90 Connau~ht Place
takes the ,safe course of the tear-jerk.
ing family drama with the overbear.
New Delhi-l
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Letters

Lenin's Fury
In an in'terview /with UNI, ,Mr
Ajoy Mukherjee, the West Bengal
Chief Minister, has said "It is painful that there have been violations
of the principles unanimously accepted by all the UF parties to avoid interparty clashes. The situation has not
reached serious proportions as yet,
but unless preventive steps are taken.
immediately it might deteriorate.
Such conflicts are not going to further the cause of either the UF or
the people." (Statesman, September
8).
,
Statements and counter-statements,
on for instance the Baranagore issue,
have confused the people. The two
big parties of the Big Five of the
UF Government who are holding
high the banner of Marxism-Leninism,
should announce publicly their guiding principles for leading the revolution in West Bengal which at th~
moment appears to ordinary people
as a hotbed of intrigues and clashes.
In this context may I hope tha,t big
communist leaders like Jyoti Basu
(who was surprised at the invitation
by the U.S. Ambassador, Mr Keating,
to visit America) and others to read.
the following letter by Lenin and try
to formulate some principles.
Letter to the Politbureau of the

CC, RCP(B)

"

Camrade Molatov for members
of the Politbureau
This is nat the first time that
the Mascow Committee (and Comr(ide Zelensky too) is showing indulgence towards cammunist criminals, who. deserve to be hanged.
This is done "by mistake". The
danger of this "mistake", however,
is enormous. I move:
1. That Comrade Divilkovsy's
proposal be adapted.
2. That the Moscow Cammittee
be severely reprimanded for being
indulgent to communists (the form
.of indulgence-a speci~ commi~
sion) .
3. That it be confirmed to all
Gubernia* Party Committees that
""Gubernia means district.

for the slightest attempt ta "in· the menace of war-such as frequent
fluence" the courts in the sense of'_ and more spectacular border incidents
"mitigating" the responsibility of -will weaken Maa's position and
Communists, the CC will expel such eventually overthrow his regime."
persons from the Party.
The UN correspondent of the same
4. That a, circular be issued paper .reports that
"most IAsians
~otifying the .P,eople's. Commissa- here, no matter of what political pernat for Justice (caples to the suasion, believe it is the Russians
Gubernia Party Committees) :to who are behind the clashes. Some
t~e effect th~t the courts. are ob- are willing toOaccept the Peking verhged to pumsh Commumsts more sion outright:'
severely than nan-Communists.
"Michel Debre recently. declared
People's judges and members of that China is far away and that Berthe Board of Commissariat for Jus- lin is nearer home. M. Debre is
tice who {ail to .observe this ar~ wrong," said one Russian diplomat in
to be dismissed from .office.
Paris. "China is much nearer than
5. That the Presidium of the he thinks her to be." This diplomat,
All-Russian Central Executive Com- L' Express reports, told one jaurnalist
mittee be asked to inflict a repri- that Europe does not stop over the
mand an the Presidium .of the Urals but an the Ussuri river, the
Mascow Soviet in the Press.
new frontier .of the "Free World"
Lenin exposed ta Maoist machine-guns.
Then the paper comments:
"The
18.III
P.S. It is a crying shame, disgrace- class enemy, capitalism, is less dan- ful-the ruling Party defends "its gerous than the race enemy, China:'
Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber in an
own" scoundrels II
article
published in the same Paris
, Written on March 18, 1922. First
published on November 20, 1962 in weekly says that althaugh the appeals
Pravda No. 324. See Collected Works, ,to chauvinistic and racist feelings
made by Russia in the conflict with
Vol. 42, Page 408. Mascow 1969).
AJIT BaSE the Chinese is a matter for the comCalcutta munist warld, they could alsa seriausly affect the West when a repeated
appeal is made ta the solidarity .of
the Western natians against Chinese
Race War?
"adventurism". Foremost, it is a
Nobody might yet be ready ta ad- rac;ial question. Twenty-five years
mit it openly, but the Sino-Soviet aga the first "bomb .oj apacalypse"
tension is increasingly taking on a was used by a white industrial pawer
racial overtone. This' could be felt against the yellaw ci"1il papulation
both from Russian pronouncements ;ofHiroshima. This has)lot been forand the way the coloured people, par- gotten in Asia. It would be a folly
ticularly Asians, feel about it. A for the Western democracies, Servanrandom. sampling from the Western Schreiber warns, to stand on the side
Press is enough to give. an idea of of white Russia against a yellow
this. Edith Rebeca Lenart, writing China.
N. C.
for the Far Eastern Economic Review
Delhi
from Bucharest, observes: "Well-informed Rumanian sources relate with
disgust that Moscow has been going
Wrecking UF
out of its way to arouse chauvinistic
and racist feelings among .its populaThe CPI in West' Bengal and
tio,n against the 'Chinese menace',
which is unashamedly called the Kerala is more anti-CPI (M) than
'yellow peril', a phrase coined by the anti-Congress. "'Then Mrs Indira
last German emperor. Russian ge- Gandhi is making serious attempts
nerals as 'good hawks' advocate a pre- to bring ex-Congressmen (defectors
ventive war against China's nuclear and non-defectors) back to Congress
power. .Arid they hope at the same to revive the old institutian and ta
time that continuing . tension and erode the base .of the United Frants,
11
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the attempts by the cpr to create with all its limitations
-and shortcrises in the UF cannot but be viewed comings is facing the difficult and fast
,as wrecking the UF from within.
changing political situation with ima'::
This will strengthen the hands of gination and mature leadership, it is
Mrs Gandhi. Perhaps the dream of not getting its due share of support
a coalition at the Centre is encourag- from your journal. In. that respect
ing the UPI to proceed in this way.
. your journal is disappointing all
Maybe a rapprochement
between democIatic forces. At least in this
Moscow and Delhi and between In- matter you join the other newspapers
dira and her devout CPI-supporters
in their chorus of {;ensuring this party
lies behind these developments.
on I almost any political event in the
RAMANA.TH
BANERJEEcountry.
Ichapur, 24-Parganas
S. K. DUTTA
Ranchi.

rations. But is it not too much to
condemn the whole party on this
score and blame the SSP for doing
things which hamper leftist unity?
You perhaps have forgatten that the
call for anti.Congressism and need of
United Fronts was first given by Dr
Lohia's
SSP,.
Moreover is not
the
SSP
the
only
important
left party in India which fqrmulates
its own policies by its own theories
and not using, unlike otherp, 'imported materials'? Yo.u may not consider
it a progressive step but I do, that
the SSP ,thinks straight on the language
issue whereas the other leftists f:
Confusing
have remained silent. Leftism is not
Silent Moralists
a slogan but a way of life and the
Your stand on various controver· .
sSP
has definitely contributed in
sial political issues are fiot at all clear . The outcry over the Rabindra
making
people conscious of their
these days. It is a pity that instead of. Sarobar incidents raised
by the
O'uiding your readers and persuading
pseudo-moralists now seems strange problems, if nothing else. I hope
~hem to your point of view, you, like in view of their silenc,e about the you remember that as a true- Socialist
Party, the SSP was forthright in conother newspapers, are guided by pre- screaming WOmen in the Rabindra
vailing sentiments. In thes'e days of Rangshala ~n New Delhi .. Mr· Raj . demning the Russian invasion of
fast moving political events, you are Narain ,and: his cohorts are honoura- Czechoslovakia when the communists
were' looking for excuses to support
not able to keep pace with" the ble. moralists indeed I
it as un.avoidable. If you think that
happenings.
SOUGATABANERJEE by supporting
every action of the
In' your editorial c.olumns and elseCalcutta. United Fronts of Kerala and West
where you do not hide your inclinaBengal, one can consolidate leftist
tion towards the views shared by the
unity, you are grossly mistaken. In
Nax(j.lites, which are in t.otal opposi'The SSP
both these States the Fronts have not
·tion to the political system and combeen able to achieve much on the
pleJilion prevailing in .the country
Ever since the establishment
of positive side and have often followed
today. Why don't you come. out your journal, you and your cones-' ?ouble standards (for example, the
in full for the exposition of their pondents, more often than not; have Just demands of the Delhi Police beviews?
used strong -words to discredit the come unjust in the case of the police
Ab~ut the presidential election, SSP. To give an example, you write personnel of West Bengal) and there
your initial advice to the left forces, in your issue of August 3Q:
is .n.o.ha~m if ,the ~SP makes friendly
specially the communists, not, to
"... make no: mistakes about the cntlcls1p.s of undeSirable policies,
overlook the implications of the SSP. It is certainly anti-Congress
I hope that you have seen the
issues inv6lved and to consolidate the and could not but support forces dis- . statements issued by the· SSP leaders
left f'ortes was I:epudiated /when' the membering the -old monster. But its _ before and after Mr' Giri's election
CPI (M)' ·tried to put {this .task. into opposition to what the Congress had and the stand of the party was sensipraotice' with ,all its lithitations. In come to represent is no stronger than ble. Just to mention one or two
your issue of August 30, you 'have its· hostility towards the communists. more, was it not an SSP ,member who
indeed agreed that Mrs Gandhi Messrs Raj Narain and George Fer- had the guts to bring about ,a no'and her associates are any day pre- nandes are more busy rUI).ning down confidence motion against the. Conferable to the Syndicate and its allies the communists in West Bengal and gr~ss C:0v~nment raiSing important
,and that a Government led by her elsewhere than trying to consolidate pOInts In the last session of the Lok
Sabha ?
.
can even' be supported It' on certain leftist unity".
I fail to understand' this emphasis
SUBRAT-A
-MUKHERJEE
specific issues. Where then is your
. .
. New .Delhi
difference ith the stand taken by the .on the misdeeds of the SSP when the
Politbureau of the CPI (M) at its other left parties also are no better
deliberations in"D'e1hi? Or'do you (though I do not, want to defend'
For-FRONTIER
contact
obje6t only lo th~ venue ,of the the SSP. on this ground). It may be
. that certain- action~ of some SSP lea- Shri
PABITRA
KUMAR
DEKA ,
.
....
.
meeting, as po~nted out by Charan
ders'
have
not
been
-in
conformity
Assam
X.ribune,..
.
.
,
Gupta?,
.,
with its accepted ideals and at ,times Gauha:ti-3
"
the CPI
(M)
..!t.is a pity that when
.
may not ,have reflected popalar aspi- Assam.
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